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Former Libertarian presidential candidate 

ordered to pay up, vows to keep political 

career alive  

Regulatory troubles of small businessman may resonate with 

voters, party chief says 
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In most political circles, a securities violations might deter a run for office. Among 

Libertarians, it can motivate someone to run for the White House. 

Colorado Springs businessman Steven E. Kerbel mounted a short-lived campaign for president 

last year under the Libertarian banner after being found in violation of state securities 

regulations. 

“Most people would go in the corner and die. I ran for president. I am a fighter,” said Kerbel, 

who dropped his presidential bid in March to endorse Gary Johnson, the former New Mexico 

governor who is polling surprisingly strong numbers in Colorado against Democrat Hillary 

Clinton and Republican Donald Trump. 

A Denver district court on Aug. 11 ordered Kerbel and his business, Rio National Insurance 

Services, to repay investors $790,719.45 still due them after Kerbel failed to comply with an 

agreement he signed with the Colorado Division of Securities in November 2014. 

 

Kerbel raised $1.1 million for Rio between 2009 to 2012 through the sale of promissory notes. 

The money came from about 15 mostly elderly investors in Colorado and Kansas, lured by 

returns of 8 percent to 12 percent a year. 

Colorado Securities Commissioner Gerald Rome determined the promissory notes should have 

been registered as securities in Colorado and Teresa J. Saltzman, that the Kansas resident selling 

most of them, was not licensed to do so. 

Kerbel said his legal counsel advised him since he was raising debt, not equity, he didn’t need to 

register the investments. He also thought Saltzman, who worked at a brokerage firm, was 

licensed. 
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Kerbel acknowledges he unintentionally violated state securities rules. Had he done things by the 

letter of the law, his inability to repay would go down as a failed business investment. Now he 

risks being in contempt of court if he doesn’t make good. 

“I thought we did everything right. They disagreed. My intent still is to make good on these 

investments, no matter how long it takes,” he said. 

Rome went easy on him initially, Kerbel acknowledged, after he agreed to pay everyone back 

with interest. What he didn’t anticipate was that customers would be much less forgiving. What 

was left of Rio National, which once employed 38 people selling insurance in seven states, dried 

up as word of his violations got out. 

That’s one reason Kerbel, previously independent politically, said he sought out the party best 

known for trying to lighten the hand of government in people’s lives. 

After Rio’s investors only got $10,000 of the $800,000 they were due, Rome took a much 

tougher stance, calling in Colorado Attorney General Cynthia Coffman. 

“We take promises to repay investors seriously,” Rome said in a statement. “Violation of a cease 

and desist order will not go ignored.” 

The Denver ruling bars Kerbel from ever selling unregistered securities, and Jillian Sarmo, a 

spokeswoman for Colorado Division of Securities, said there is no indication he has done so. But 

two of Kerbel’s investors have died, she said, and time is of the essence in making sure those left 

are paid back. 

Libertarian Party of Colorado chairman Jay North said Kerbel’s campaign didn’t gain enough 

traction to make the final cut for the party’s convention. Although he said he wasn’t aware of 

Kerbel’s personal situation, North expressed sympathy for small business owners caught in the 

vise of complying with big government and competing with big business. 

“Government regulations are the cause of why businesses go out of business,” North said. 

Kerbel, 54, has kept his campaign website up, hoping he can resolve his legal troubles and stage 

a run for a lower national or state office with the party. He has moved to Denver and is looking 

to restart his life. 

“The reality is that I did everything I could. The system killed me,” said Kerbel, voicing a 

message he believes will resonate with Libertarian voters. 
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